Let’s Go Shopping

Four married couples decided to do some holiday shopping together. Altogether they spent $250. Mrs. Imsa spent $5; Mrs. Math spent $10; Mrs. Science spent $15; and Mrs. Illin spent $20. The husbands also spent some money, Jake spent five times as much as his wife, Brandon spent four times as much as his wife, Jeremy spent three times as much as his wife, and Heath spent two times as much as his. Based upon this information, what is the last name of each of the men?

Make sure you correctly match the first and last names of the men, and include an explanation as to how you determined the correct answer. To receive credit, you must explain what you did, why you did it, and explain any basic math you may have used in determining the solution.

Happy Holidays! Did you know that a green flash is sometimes seen as the sun sets and rises? Green light is strongly bent by Earth’s atmosphere so it is seen before other colors at sunrise and after the other colors have disappeared at sunset!

Have fun – Dr. Fraccaro